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In this classic parody, Thomas Hill presents the testosterone-inspired
response to the bestseller What to Expect When You're Expecting.The
third edition of the best, funniest father's guide to presenting a baby,
What things to Expect When Your Wife Is Expanding, is now thoroughly
revised and updated, but it's still packed with information, advice, and
attitude distinctively for guys. what to purchase, how many, and when;
With this lighthearted, month-by-month instruction manual on the care
and attention and nurture of a pregnant wife—the primary role of
expectant dads—he'll handle all the important milestones and topics:
what not saying during the three phases of labor; Originally conceived
as just a little parody, simply something funny and ideal for the
expectant man, the book is now a classic present, passed knowingly from
one era of first-time papas to the next.) Updated baby name guideline,
including Twitter hash tags. maintaining work-life-wife stability.
Festive gender-reveal parties. Fabric diapers: The debate is normally
back! New features in What to Expect WHENEVER YOUR Wife Is Expanding
include: The minefield: the incorrect presents for your pregnant wife
Public media pregnancy etiquette: position update! (Actually!
maintaining work-life balance; Eight explanations why not to pick out
maternity clothesWhat to anticipate When Your Wife Is Expanding also
features the most recent trends!
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This book is not useful in the least This book isn't useful in the
least.. I don't understand just why there are therefore few books out
there that don't imply guys are neanderthals who only care about
watching sports activities and seated on the couch all day long. It is a
darn shame. Boo. I bought this for my hubby since I had my publication,
he could have his. Thought it will be a pretty fun read for him.).
Personally i think like the man who wrote this assumes that all men are
all stereotypical idiots that are incapable of common sense.. My hubby
didn't enjoy the 'humor' suggesting you ought to have a beer to make
things more 'bearable' at home, suggesting that your wife and children
are nagging you on a regular basis.Love the idea that I gave my hubby
literature that suggests I'm nagging him. It's funny, and definitely
beneficial! No where does this book tell a guy to, out of thought for
your wife.. My hubby genuinely wants information to greatly help prepare
himself also to help me during this pregnancy, and this book doesn't
provide much real details at all. probably keep carefully the toilet
clean without requesting since she may be ill everyday.In my own
husbands terms, this book is for all people guys who try hard at being
'nice guys' but are actually *******. He was not impressed.. His
feedback were that book did lack information, sort of made light to the
fact that your wife is pregnant and made fun of the theory she'd be
reading so much to learn about what to anticipate and how to prepare
yourself. if that's your guy, or everything you are longing for... I'm
sure he'd love this reserve, but doubt he'd go through it. He enjoyed a
few of the jokes, but ultimately preferred to read my pregnancy books
rather because these were more informative and actually helped him
understand the pregnancy process my body was going right through.
Disappointing the reserve takes everything so gently. which is why We
thought he'd enjoy it.. He does think it's funny but he .. Informative
&. He will believe it's funny but he says it leans a touch too far to
the comedy part and lacks the informative aspect that he was hoping to
obtain. He didn't even come near finishing it. It also sounds like the
information given is a little bit dramatic in perspective and/or maybe
not painting a completely accurate complete picture. If you're looking
for a thing that actually guides companions on pregnancy info and
pregnancy support, I would suggest purchasing a different book.
Humorous, but not helpful - was hoping for both If you would like
something more in-depth, keep looking. When expecting our initial baby,
I tried looking for a "man" version of What to Expect When You're
Expecting, and discovered this instead. My husband had found WHAT THINGS
TO Anticipate When She's NOT Expecting very useful as we handled
infertility, therefore we were hoping to find something similar given
that we in fact had been expecting (finally!! My hubby read it, didn't
enjoy it. It said it was a parody so I knew it wouldn't end up being the
exactly what I wanted, but hopefully close. I purchased this for my
hubby thinking it might be funny, but still full of good, useful



details. After scanning it, I was less enthusiastic about providing it
to him. The only males who read this reserve are the ones who actually
want to be involved. Its in fact quite sexist towards males. Some are
funny, but be familiar with what you're getting. This book mainly makes
fun of guys for being inept/reluctant fathers-to-end up being, and is
filled with lame jokes about consuming beer and sex. I feel like the man
who wrote this assumes that men . I knew it would have a humorous tone,
which explains why I thought he'd like it.. This was an extremely
disappointing book. He'd rather read my 'what to expect book'. Unlike
the title, the reserve doesn't really tell you "what things to expect" -
simply makes a couple of jokes about pregnant wives. This publication is
fun enough that my teenagers have all also read it. The assistance is
good.. and im not really the kind of person who gets offended by jokes
or whatever possibly.. funny! it simply didn't do a very good job of
relating to the average man. Its like the publication tried too hard. Oh
well.. ill find another one to find out from. He had changed his mind!
One Star Awful. This book really doesn't let you know anything worth
reading and only mentions a bit in what is said in the very best selling
legitimate books. For me personally all the comedic ranting wasn't worth
enough time to read since it wasn't also all that funny. Also, I needed
to learn cold hard factual statements about pregnancy, what she goes
through, what I can perform, etc. as this is our first child. If you
would rather understand what to actually expect so you can do your best
to even more supportive, compassionate and loving through your
pregnancy, do not purchase this reserve. I threw it in the trash. There
exists a reason this reserve is so short, it really serves no point.
Once again, please usually do not purchase. Purchased this for my
fiance, he browse this book & This book is funny I really like this
book. This book is like a joke This book is similar to a joke. So. But
then again, he by no means read any of my being pregnant books. The
publication is a little informative and gets right to the point, but it
does not really have tons of information. It's corny. I wish my husband
go through it though. He got in to a disagreement with me over our 14 yr
old's name, while I was in labor! On a aspect note, it DID have info
that was occasionally useful, nevertheless, you had to sift through the
BS to think it is. But this book is still fun and I believe more
expecting ladies would enjoy it. But the point is, I think the book is
so much fun. This publication isn't that. I think it was said to be
funny, but its not. My one child took the publication to 1st grade for
his reading publication. The staff at the school got a kick out of it
and apparently passed it around. (I did so not really know he was taking
it to college, he just stuck it in his backpack, but actually he liked
it clearly). So, I recommend this reserve. If you want tons of serious
info though, try a few of your wife's books, She will have plenty most
likely. Not kidding! Skip This - Not really Useful, Filled with Lame Bro
Jokes I was searching for a book that could provide useful details to



help me be a better husband within my wife's being pregnant. I am 4
months pregnant now and have not bothered to open any other pregnancy
book.This books seems more in the genre of just a little joke book you'd
devote your guest bathroom rather than humorous and helpful pregnancy
book for expecting fathers. Skip it. ? Just have your spouse/baby daddy
read the original What To Expect When You’re Expecting when you’re
completed. Bought this for my hubby to read while I browse the actual
"what to expect" reserve.. Save your money for the best pregnancy
publication. he loved it! That is an exciting time for BOTH of us, my
husband actually CARES about what changes we 're going through together.
Save your valuable money, buy a real pregnancy book. The writer of this
book has a huge ego and the written text is really covered around him
impressing himself with all his witty little quips, snide commentary and
run-on sentences. I bought it for my hubby when I was pregnant with our
now 14 yr aged. Not funny rather than helpful. Funny Funny Three Stars
It was a gift and the recipients said they learned a lot of tips for
pregnancy and childbirth. Closer to Mad Magazine than The Economist
Publication is silly and isn’t an excellent option for someone wanting
to actually learn anything tangible about what their partner is going
through. There are parts that are cute and if you’re looking for
something readable with some humor this publication is okay but also for
anyone looking for something more academic with evidence-based
citations, this won’t become your winner.
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